Pretend you have a magic pencil. Everything you draw comes to life. What happens?

What would you do with a pot of gold?

What do you think about bugs carrying umbrellas?

Write a story about the day everything you touched turned green!

What do you think about parents grounding their children?

How would you catch a shooting star?

How would you find the end of a rainbow?

Create a menu of healthy breakfast foods.

What would happen if it really did rain cats and dogs?

You get to design a super-duper, spectacular new kite! What does it look like? What can it do?

On Rudy’s birthday, his parents gave him an umbrella. It was big, yellow and MAGIC! When he opened it…

My proudest moment was the time I…

How do you get along with a friend that is bossy?

What do you think about thunderstorms?

What do you think about being in a rock band?

What would you do if you were a leprechaun? Where would you hide your gold?

I wish the wind could…

How would you teach the class?

What is the first thing you do when you get home from school?

What do you think about rainy days?

I wish my bed were…

As I was looking for a pot of gold at the end of a rainbow, I was surprised to find…

I’m probably the only kid in the world who doesn’t like…

Tell about something in your life that makes you feel lucky.

Tell about something you really need today.

What does a hexabird look like? Use your imagination and tell all about it.

What if your parents took you to the zoo to pick out a new pet?

How would you drive a car?

Pretend you are a raindrop falling from a cloud. Are you happy? Excited? Sad? Tell what happens to you.

What if you were the best athlete in the world?